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AUTOMATIC TRANSFORMATION OF IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS
FOR EFFICIENT CONTRACTION OF TENSORS WITH CYCLIC GROUP
SYMMETRY
YANG GAO∗, PHILLIP HELMS†, GARNET KIN-LIC CHAN‡, AND EDGAR SOLOMONIK§
Abstract. Tensor contractions are ubiquitous in computational chemistry and physics, where tensors generally
represent states or operators and contractions are transformations. In this context, the states and operators often
preserve physical conservation laws, which are manifested as group symmetries in the tensors. These group symme-
tries imply that each tensor has block sparsity and can be stored in a reduced form. For nontrivial contractions, the
memory footprint and cost are lowered, respectively, by a linear and a quadratic factor in the number of symmetry
sectors. State-of-the-art tensor contraction software libraries exploit this opportunity by iterating over blocks or using
general block-sparse tensor representations. Both approaches entail overhead in performance and code complexity.
With intuition aided by tensor diagrams, we present a technique, irreducible representation alignment, which en-
ables efficient handling of Abelian group symmetries via only dense tensors, by using contraction-specific reduced
forms. This technique yields a general algorithm for arbitrary group symmetric contractions, which we implement
in Python and apply to a variety of representative contractions from quantum chemistry and tensor network methods.
As a consequence of relying on only dense tensor contractions, we can easily make use of efficient batched matrix
multiplication via Intel’s MKL and distributed tensor contraction via the Cyclops library, achieving good efficiency
and parallel scalability on up to 4096 Knights Landing cores of a supercomputer.
1. Introduction. Tensor contractions are computational primitives found in many areas
of science, mathematics, and engineering. In this work, we describe how to accelerate tensor
contractions involving block sparse tensors whose structure is induced by a cyclic group sym-
metry or a product of cyclic group symmetries. Tensors of this kind arise frequently in many
applications, for example, in quantum simulations of many-body systems. By introducing a
remapping of the tensor contraction, we show how such block sparse tensor operations can be
expressed almost fully in terms of dense tensor operations. This approach enables effective
parallelization and makes it easier to achieve peak performance by avoiding the complications
of managing block sparsity. We illustrate the performance and scalability of our approach by
numerical examples drawn from the contractions used in tensor network algorithms and cou-
pled cluster theory, two widely used methods of quantum simulation.
A tensor T is defined by a set of real or complex numbers indexed by tuples of integers
(indices) i, j, k, l, . . ., where the indices take integer values i ∈ 1 . . . Di, j ∈ 0 . . . Dj , . . . etc.,
and a single tensor element is denoted tijkl.... We refer to the number of indices of the tensor
as its order and the sizes of their ranges as its dimensions (Di ×Dj × · · · ). We will call the
set of indices modes of the tensor. Tensor contractions are represented by a sum over indices
of two tensors. In the case of matrices and vectors, the only possible contractions correspond
to matrix and vector products. For higher order tensors, there are more possibilities, and an
example of a contraction of two order 4 tensors is
wabij =
∑
k,l
uabklvklij .(1.1)
To illustrate the structure of the contraction, it is convenient to employ a graphical notation
where a tensor is a vertex with each incident line representing a mode, and contracted modes
are represented by lines joining vertices, as shown in Figure 1. Tensor contractions can
be reduced to matrix multiplication (or a simpler matrix/vector operation) after appropriate
transposition of the data to interchange the order of modes.
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FIGURE 1. Representation of the contraction in Eq. (1.1). Each tensor is represented by a vertex and each
mode by a line; the lines joining the vertices are contracted over. Labelling the modes indexes into the tensor.
In many applications, the tensors of interest contain symmetries, which allow each tensor
to be stored in a compressed form, referred to as its reduced form. A special type of sparsity
that often appears is one that is associated with a cyclic group structure defined on the indices,
e.g.
tijk... = 0 if bi/G1c+ bj/G2c+ bk/G3c+ · · · 6= 0 (mod G).(1.2)
For a matrix, such sparsity would lead to a blocked matrix where each block is the same
size, G1 × G2. The blocks of an order 3 tensor would similarly all have the same dimen-
sions, G1 × G2 × G3. We refer to such tensors as tensors with cyclic group symmetry, or
cyclic group tensors for short. In quantum physics and chemistry these symmetries arise due
to physical symmetries and conservation laws in the system. For example, when quantum
states are classified by irreducible representations (irreps) of such symmetries, their numer-
ical representation in terms of tensors can be chosen to carry this block structure. In some
applications, the block sizes are non-uniform, but this can be accommodated in a cyclic group
tensor by padding blocks with zeros to a fixed size. With this assumption, the block symmetry
can then be expressed via an unfolding of T , so that new symmetry modes yield indices that
iterate over blocks,
tiI,jJ,kK... = 0 if I + J +K · · · 6= 0 (mod G),
where we use the convention that the uppercase indices are the symmetry modes and the
lowercase letters index into the symmetry blocks (physical modes).
Given a number of symmetry sectors G (as in (1.2)), cyclic group symmetry can re-
duce tensor contraction cost by a factor of G for some simple contractions and G2 for most
contractions of interest (any contraction with a cost that is superlinear in input/output size).
State-of-the-art sequential and parallel libraries for handling cyclic group symmetry, both in
specific physical applications and in domain-agnostic settings, typically iterate over appro-
priate blocks within a block-sparse tensor format [1, 4, 13, 16, 18–21, 28, 32, 34, 39]. The use
of explicit looping (over possibly small blocks) makes it difficult to reach theoretical peak
compute performance. Parallelization of block-wise contractions can be done manually or
via specialized software [13,16,19–21,28,32,34]. However, such parallelization is challeng-
ing in the distributed-memory setting, where block-wise multiplication might (depending on
contraction and initial tensor data distribution) require communication/redistribution of tensor
data. We introduce a general transformation of cyclic group symmetric tensors, irreducible
representation alignment, which allows all contractions between such tensors to be trans-
formed into a single large dense tensor contraction with optimal cost, in which the two input
reduced forms as well as the output are indexed by a new auxiliary index. This transformation
provides three advantages:
1. it avoids the need for data structures to handle block sparsity or scheduling over
blocks,
2. it makes possible an efficient software abstraction to contract tensors with cyclic
group symmetry,
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3. it enables effective use of parallel libraries for dense tensor contraction and batched
matrix multiplication.
The most closely related previous work to our approach that we are aware of is the direct
product decomposition (DPD) [24,43], which similarly seeks an aligned representation of the
two tensor operands. However, the unfolded structure of cyclic group tensors in Eq. (1) allows
for a much simpler conversion to an aligned representation, both conceptually and in terms of
implementation complexity. In particular, our approach can be implemented efficiently with
existing dense tensor contraction primitives.
We study the efficacy of this new method for tensor contractions with cyclic group sym-
metry arising in physics and chemistry applications. In particular, we consider some of the
costly contractions arising in tensor network methods for quantum many-body systems and
in coupled cluster theory for electronic structure calculations. We develop a software library,
Symtensor, that implements the irrep alignment algorithm and contraction. We demonstrate
that across a variety of tensor contractions, the library achieves orders of magnitude improve-
ments in parallel performance and a matching sequential performance relative to the manual
loop-over-blocks approach. The resulting algorithm may also be easily and automatically par-
allelized for distributed-memory architectures. Using the Cyclops Tensor Framework (CTF)
library [40] as the contraction backend to Symtensor, we demonstrate good strong and weak
scalability with up to at least 4096 Knights Landing cores of the Stampede2 supercomputer.
2. Applications of Cyclic Group Symmetric Tensors. Cyclic group tensors arise in a
variety of settings in computational quantum chemistry and physics methods. This is because
both the quantum Hamiltonian and its eigenstates transform as irreps of the physical sym-
metry operators, for example, those associated with particle number, spin, and point group
and lattice symmetries [6,22,44]. Many of these symmetries are associated with finite cyclic
groups (e.g. finite Abelian point groups or finite lattice groups) or infinite cyclic groups
(e.g. particle number symmetry and magnetic spin symmetry). Those associated with infinite
cyclic groups give rise to conservation laws via Noether’s theorem.
In this section, we summarize some of the quantum chemistry and physics applications
of cyclic group tensors, and related developments to handle cyclic group symmetry within
them. The performance evaluation of our proposed algorithms later considers some of the
computationally expensive tensor contractions arising in these applications.
2.1. Electronic Structure. In electronic structure calculations in chemistry and physics,
the most complicated part of the discretized Hamiltonian can be written as an order 4 tensor,
often called the two-electron integral tensor. Similarly, the many-body eigenstates and wave-
functions are represented by tensors. One common choice of approximate wavefunction, aris-
ing in so-called correlated wavefunction methods such as configuration interaction (CI) [45]
and coupled cluster (CC) methods at the doubles level of approximation [3, 7, 12, 46, 47],
represents an important part of the wavefunction in terms of another order 4 tensor, the dou-
bles amplitude tensor. Higher order tensors arise in approximations that target higher accu-
racy [17, 29, 35, 42].
Both the two-electron integral tensor and the amplitude tensors possess the cyclic group
symmetries associated with the physical symmetries of the system. In a molecule, the largest
symmetry group for which cost reductions can be achieved is usually the point group symme-
try, e.g. associated with a rotational group Cnv or a product group such asD2h. In crystalline
materials, crystal translational symmetry is equivalent to a cyclic symmetry along each lattice
direction. Typically the cyclic groups (number of k-points) are chosen to be as large as com-
putationally feasible. Thus the savings arising from efficient use of translational symmetry
are particularly important in materials simulations [11, 14, 15, 25, 27].
Many quantum chemistry implementations leverage cyclic group symmetries within var-
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ious approximate quantum methods [25, 38, 43]. In addition, a number of state-of-the-art
tensor software efforts aimed at quantum chemistry applications handle cyclic group symme-
try in a general way via block sparse tensor formats [13, 16, 19, 21, 28, 32, 34]. As described
in Section 3.1, our proposed algorithm achieves the same computational improvement via
transforming the cyclic group tensor representation, while maintaining a global view of the
problem as a dense tensor contraction, as opposed to a series of block-wise operations or a
contraction of block-sparse tensors.
2.2. Tensor Network Simulation. Tensor network (TN) methods represent a quantum
state, and the associated operators acting on it, as a contraction of tensors on the sites of a
lattice. The contraction of the site tensors yields a full state or operator tensor with a number
of modes equal to the size of the lattice (i.e. an exponentially large number of entries in the
size of the lattice). The simplest such tensor network is the matrix product state (MPS) [9,51]
(also referred to as a tensor train [31]), which is a 1D tensor network. It is widely used as
part of the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) method [51, 52]. DMRG uses an
alternating optimization along the 1D tensor network to arrive at representations of ground or
excited eigenstates of a Hamiltonian, which is often itself represented as a tensor train (matrix
product operator (MPO) [5, 8, 49]).
Some common cyclic group symmetries in this context, known as Abelian quantum
numbers, are those associated with the magnetic spin quantum number and particle num-
ber symmetries (both U(1) symmetries) as well as fermionic supersymmetry (Z2). Ten-
sor networks that go beyond a 1D contraction structure have substantially more expressive
power [48, 50, 53]. The projected entangled pair states (PEPS) are one such class defined in
arbitrary dimensions (reducing to MPS in 1D) and are believed to provide a compact repre-
sentation of the Hamiltonian eigenstates of physical interest in higher dimensions [48]. These
more complicated tensor networks exhibit the same cyclic group symmetries as found in ma-
trix product states. Because the symmetry groups arising in tensor network simulations can
be arbitrary large (e.g. U(1)) their efficient use can lead to orders of magnitude improvement
in memory footprint and time to solution [4,26,36,52]. Similarly to the situation in quantum
chemistry, tensor contraction libraries have been developed to handle these symmetries where
the most common strategy is to track and loop over block-sparse representations [1,18,30,36].
These contractions and block-sparse representations can similarly be replaced by the cyclic
group tensor representation and irrep alignment algorithms of this work. In Section 5.2, we
study two representative contractions: one arising in an MPS simulation using the DMRG
algorithm, and one in the contraction of a PEPS network.
3. Irreducible Representation Alignment Algorithm. We now describe our proposed
approach. We first describe the algorithm on an example contraction and provide intuition for
correctness based on conservation of flow in a tensor diagram graph. These arguments are
analogous to the conservation arguments used in computations with Feynman diagrams (e.g.
momentum and energy conservation) [10] or with quantum numbers in tensor networks [37],
although the notation we use is slightly different. We then give a complete algebraic deriva-
tion of all steps, accompanied by more detailed tensor diagrams to explain each step.
3.1. Example of the Algorithm. We consider a contraction of order 4 tensors U and V
into a new order 4 tensorW , where all tensors have cyclic group symmetry. We can express
this cyclic group symmetric contraction as a contraction of tensors of order 8, by separating
indices into intra-block (lower-case) indices and symmetry (upper-case) indices, so
waA,bB,iI,jJ =
∑
k,K,l,L
uaA,bB,kK,lLvkK,lL,iI,jJ .
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Algorithm 3.1 Loop nest to perform group symmetric contraction waA,bB,iI,jJ =∑
k,K,l,L uaA,bB,kK,lLvkK,lL,iI,jJ .
for A = 1, . . . , G do
for B = 1, . . . , G do
for I = 1, . . . , G do
J = A+B − I mod G
for K = 1, . . . , G do
L = −A−B −K mod G
∀a, b, i, j, waA,bB,iI,jJ =
∑
k,l waA,bB,iI,jJ +uaA,bB,kK,lL,vkK,lL,iI,jJ
end for
end for
end for
end for
Here and later we use commas to separate index groups for readability, each character is a
distinct index. The input and output tensors have a group symmetry defined by a cyclic group,
so that
waA,bB,iI,jJ 6= 0 if A+B − I − J ≡ 0 (mod G),
uaA,bB,kK,lL 6= 0 if A+B +K + L ≡ 0 (mod G),
vkK,lL,iI,jJ 6= 0 if K + L− I − J ≡ 0 (mod G).
Ignoring the symmetry, this tensor contraction would have cost O(n6G6), where n is the
dimension of each symmetry sector, but with the use of group symmetry this is reduced to
O(n6G4).
Existing approaches implement the contraction with O(G4) block-wise operations via a
manual loop nest, as shown in Algorithm 3.1. The order 3 reduced formsW , U , and V can
be written as dense tensors and their elements may be accessed via the appropriate 3 indices
to perform the multiply and accumulate operation in Algorithm 3.1. Reduced forms provide
an implicit representation of one of the tensor modes (see Figure 2).
FIGURE 2. Tensor diagrams of standard forms of reduced tensors (legs with arrows are indices/modes of the
reduced tensor, legs without arrows are represented implicitly via an irrep map). The sum of the 4 arrows at the
vertex (dot) satisfies A+B = I + J (mod G), making one of the arrows redundant.
However, the indirection needed to compute L and J within the innermost loops pre-
vents expression of the contraction in terms of standard library operations for contraction
of dense tensors. Figure 3 illustrates that standard reduced forms, where some choice of 3
symmetry indices of the original tensor is represented in each reduced form, cannot simply
be contracted to obtain a reduced form as a result. This problem has motivated the use of
sparse or block sparse representations of the tensors, which permit a work efficient approach
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for arbitrary group symmetries [16]. However, the need to parallelize general block-wise
tensor contraction operations creates a significant software-engineering challenge and com-
putational overhead for tensor contraction libraries.
FIGURE 3. These two tensor diagram equations aim to illustrate why certain reduced forms cannot be con-
tracted directly. With the reduced forms chosen in the top case, the two symmetry relations of the implicitly stored
index K mean that the contraction must be multiplied by a factor of δ(A+B, I + J). Without this, the contraction
would perform too much computation. In the second case, the reduced forms cannot be contracted to produce a
valid standard reduced form for the output (one needs 3 of the uncontracted indices to be represented / marked with
arrows).
The main idea in the irreducible representation alignment algorithm is to first transform
(reindex) the tensors using an auxiliary index which subsequently allows a dense tensor con-
traction to be performed without the need for any indirection or symmetry rules. In the above
contraction, we define the auxiliary index as Q ≡ −I − J ≡ A+B ≡ K +L (mod G) and
thus obtain a new reduced form for each tensor,
wˆaA,b,i,jJ,Q = waA,b,Q−A mod G,i,−J−Q mod G,jJ ,
uˆaA,b,k,lL,Q = uaA,b,Q−A mod G,k,Q−L mod G,lL,
vˆk,lL,i,jJ,Q = vk,Q−L mod G,lL,i,−J−Q mod G,jJ .
This reduced form is displayed in Figure 4.
FIGURE 4. The symmetry aligned reduced form is defined by introducing theQ index. Each of the two vertices
defines a conservation rule: A + B = Q (mod G) and Q = I + J (mod G), allowing two of the arrows to be
removed in the 3rd diagram, i.e. to be represented implicitly as opposed to being part of the reduced form.
The Q index is chosen so that it can serve as part of the reduced forms of each of U ,
V , and W . An intuition for why this alignment is possible is given via tensor diagrams
in Figure 5. The new auxiliary indices (P and Q) of the two contracted tensors satisfy a
conservation law P = Q, and so can be reduced to a single index.
FIGURE 5. By defining conservation laws on the the vertices, we see that P = K + L (mod G) and
K + L = Q (mod G). Consequently, the only non-zero contributions to the contraction must have P = Q.
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FIGURE 6. The reduced forms may be contracted efficiently to produce the output reduced form.
Ignoring intra-block indices, the resulting contraction may be performed with the einsum operation
W=einsum("AQL,LQJ->AQJ",U,V).
As shown in Figure 6, given the aligned reduced forms of the two operands, we can con-
tract them directly to obtain a reduced form for the output that also has the internal symmetry
index Q. Specifically, it suffices to perform the dense tensor contraction,
wˆaA,b,i,jJ,Q =
∑
L,k,l
uˆaA,b,k,lL,Qvˆk,lL,i,jJ,Q.
This contraction can be expressed as a single einsum operation (available via NumPy, CTF,
etc.) and can be done via a batched matrix multiplication (available in Intel’s MKL). Once
Wˆ is obtained in this reduced form, it can be remapped to any other desired reduced form.
3.2. General Algorithm Derivation. We now provide a formal derivation of the algo-
rithm for contractions of tensors of arbitrary order, with cyclic group symmetries described
by arbitrary coefficients. Algorithm 3.2 provides a description of each computational step,
and associated costs. We represent an order N complex tensor with cyclic group symmetry
as in (1.2) as an order 2N tensor, T ∈ Cn1×H1×···×nN×HN satisfying, for some implicit
mode index j ∈ {1 . . . N}, modulus remainder Z ∈ {1 . . . G}, and coefficients c1 . . . cN
with ci = G/Hi or ci = −G/Hi,
ti1I1...iNIN =
{
r
(T )
i1I1...ij−1Ij−1ijij+1Ij+1...iNIN : c1I1 + · · ·+ cNIN ≡ Z (mod G)
0 : otherwise,
(3.1)
where the order 2N − 1 tensorR(T ) is the reduced form of the cyclic group tensor T . Any
cyclic group symmetry may be more generally expressed using an irrep map, represented as
a tensor with binary values,M(T ) ∈ {0, 1}H1×···×HN as
FIGURE 7. Group symmetric tensor expressed as a product of a reduced form and an irrep map. Intra-block
indices are denoted with dashed lines and symmetry indices are denoted with solid lines.
ti1I1...iNIN = r
(T )
i1I1...ij−1Ij−1ijij+1Ij+1...iNINm
(T )
I1...IN
.
The tensor diagram form of this equation with j = N is given in Figure 7.
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Specifically, the irrep map is defined by
m
(T )
I1...IN
=
{
1 : c1I1 + · · ·+ cNIN ≡ Z (mod G)
0 : otherwise.
An irrep map can be decomposed by any tree tensor network, where every bond dimension
has rank n, which follows from the properties of group multiplication in a cyclic group, and
is explicitly shown via the following irrep map decomposition lemma. The equation in the
lemma is displayed in terms of tensor diagrams in Figure 8.
LEMMA 3.1 (Irrep Map Decomposition). Any irrep map M ∈ {0, 1}H1×···×HN may
be written as a contraction of two irrep maps M(A) ∈ {0, 1}H1×···×Hk×n and M(B) ∈
{0, 1}Hk+1×···×HN×n,
mI1...IN =
n−1∑
J=0
m
(A)
I1...IkJ
m
(B)
Ik+1...INJ
.
FIGURE 8. An irrep map tensor may be decomposed with low rank (with a bond index of dimension equal to
the size of the group,G, no matter the order of the irrep map tensor) as a contraction of two irrep map tensors. Each
irrep map tensor holds a disjoint subset of indices of the original irrep map and a new contracted bond index.
Proof. Let c1 . . . cN be the coefficients defining irrep mapM and Z be the remainder,
then define
m
(A)
I1...IkJ
=
{
1 : c1I1 + · · ·+ ckIk + J ≡ Z (mod G)
0 : otherwise
and m(B)Ik+1...INJ =
{
1 : ck+1Ik+1 + · · ·+ cNIN − J ≡ 0 (mod G)
0 : otherwise.
The remainder Z can alternatively be absorbed into the definition of the other factor. It then
suffices to observe that contracting these tensors gives the desired result, which we can see
by associating 0 or 1 with the true/false value of conditional statements defining the sparsity,
mI1...IN =
n−1∑
J=0
(c1I1 + · · ·+ ckIk + J ≡ Z mod G)
·(ck+1Ik+1 + · · ·+ cNIN − J ≡ 0 mod G)
=
{
1 : c1I1 + · · ·+ cNIN ≡ Z (mod G)
0 : otherwise.
Repeated application of this Lemma implies that, for any ordering of modes,M is an MPS
with all ranks at most G. Consequently, any tree tensor network of this rank is a valid de-
composition [31]. The irrep alignment will make use of a tree with only two nodes, which
corresponds to a low-rank matrix factorization, but other factorizations may be useful.
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Given any tree tensor network with factors M(1) . . .M(F ) and auxiliary (contracted)
indices J1 . . . JF−1, we can express T using a reduced formR(T ) that contains any choice
of N − 1 indices among I1 . . . IN and J1 . . . JF−1. This representation freedom is due to the
presence of a one-to-one map between the irrep I1 . . . IN−1 and any other irrep consisting
of N − 1 indices. Such a map exists as the tensor network encodes F equations relating the
N + F − 1 variables/indices.
Modulo ordering of indices, which is immaterial, any contraction of two tensors with
cyclic group symmetry can be written, for some s, t, v ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, as
wi1I1...isIsj1J1...jtJt =
∑
k1K1...kvKv
ui1I1...isIsk1K1...kvKvvk1K1...kvKvj1J1...jtJt .(3.2)
Our tensor diagram representation of this contraction is given in Figure 10. We assume that
the group symmetries assign the same coefficients to the indices K1 . . .Kv (the contraction
is well-defined only if they are the same or differ by a sign, and in the latter case the sign can
be absorbed into the reduced form).
FIGURE 9. A contraction of a tensor of order s + v with a tensor of order v + t into a tensor of order s + t,
where all tensors have cyclic group symmetry and are represented with tensors of twice the order.
The irrep alignment algorithm uses a tree with two nodes to represent each of the two
input irrep maps,M(U) andM(V ). Each pair of nodes separates the contracted and uncon-
tracted indices,
m
(U)
I1...IsK1...Kv
=
∑
P
m
(U,I)
I1...IsP
m
(U,K)
K1...KvP
,
m
(V )
K1...KvJ1...Jr
=
∑
Q
m
(V,K)
K1...KvQ
m
(V,J)
J1...JtQ
.
In defining these reduced forms, we absorb the remainders associated with the irrep maps
M(U) and M(V ) into M(U,I) and M(V,J), respectively. Consequently, we have that
M(U,K) andM(V,K) both have a remainder of zero and are both defined by the same set of
coefficients, so M(U,K) = M(V,K). Associated with these irrep maps, we define reduced
forms that use a representation that includes the auxiliary indices (P and Q),
• R(U) with indices I1 . . . Is−1K1 . . .Kv−1P , and
• R(V ) with indices K1 . . .Kv−1J1 . . . Jt−1Q.
Using these irrep maps and reduced forms we can represent U as
ui1I1...isIsk1K1...kvKv =
∑
P
r
(U)
i1I1......is−1Is−1isk1K1......kv−1Kv−1kvPm
(U,I)
I1...IsP
m
(U,K)
K1...KvP
.
(3.3)
This representation is depicted in Figure 10. With V represented analogously, we can com-
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FIGURE 10. Symmetry aligned reduced form of a group symmetric tensor. The P index belongs to the reduced
form as well as both group tensor factors. The Is and Jt indices are represented implicitly via irrep maps, i.e., are
not indices of the reduced form.
puteW as
wi1I1...isIsj1J1...jtJt =
∑
k1K1...kv−1Kv−1kvPQ
[
r
(U)
i1I1...is−1Is−1isk1K1...kv−1Kv−1kvP
r
(V )
k1K1...kt−1Kv−1kvj1J1...jt−1Jt−1jtQ
m
(U,I)
I1...IsP
m
(V,J)
J1...JtQ
(∑
Kv
m
(U,K)
K1...KvP
m
(V,K)
K1...KvQ
)]
.
Consequently, since
∑
Kv
m
(U,K)
K1...KvP
m
(V,K)
K1...KvQ
= δ(P,Q), we can eliminate the P and Kv
indices and bring the remaining irrep maps outside the main summation, so
wi1I1...isIsj1J1...jtJt =
(∑
Q
m
(U,I)
I1...IsQ
m
(V,J)
J1...JtQ
)
·
( ∑
k1K1...kv−1Kv−1kv
r
(U)
i1I1...is−1Is−1isk1K1...kv−1Kv−1kvQ
r
(V )
k1K1...kt−1Kv−1kvj1J1...jt−1Jt−1jtQ
)
.
Figure 11 provides tensor diagrams depicting how the above equations permit the irrep align-
ment algorithm to yield an efficient contraction.
FIGURE 11. Main contraction between aligned reduced forms. Two of the factors composing the irrep maps
can be contracted away independently due to alignment of reduced forms.
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Algorithm 3.2 The irrep alignment algorithm for contraction of cyclic group symmetric ten-
sors, for contraction defined as in (3.2).
1: Input two tensors U of order s+v and V of order v+ t with group symmetries described
using coefficient vectors c(U) and c(V ) and remainders Z(U) and Z(V ) as in (3.1).
2: Assume that these vectors share coefficients for contracted modes of the tensors, so that
if c(U) =
[
c
(U)
1
c
(U)
2
]
, then c(V ) =
[
c
(U)
2
c
(V )
2
]
.
3: Define new coefficient vectors, c(A) =
[
c
(U)
1
1
]
, c(B) =
[
c
(U)
2
−1
]
, and c(C) =
[
c
(V )
2
1
]
.
4: Define irrep mapsM(U,I),M(U,K), andM(V,J) based, respectively, based on the co-
efficient vectors c(A), c(B), c(C) and remainders Z(U), 0, Z(V ).
5: Obtain the irrep aligned reduced forms R(U) and R(V ) for U and V , respectively, so
that 3.3 is satisfied. Assuming we are given standard reduced forms R¯(U) and R¯(V )
for U and V that do not store the last symmetry mode (other cases are similar), we can
computeR(U) andR(V ) via the following contractions:
r
(U)
i1I1...is−1Is−1isk1K1...kv−1Kv−1kvQ=
∑
IsKv
r¯
(U)
i1I1...isIsk1K1...kv−1Kv−1kvm
(U,I)
I1...IsQ
m
(U,K)
K1...KvQ
,
r
(V )
k1K1...kv−1Kv−1kvj1J1...jt−1Jt−1jtQ=
∑
KvJt
r¯
(V )
k1K1...kvKvj1J1...jt−1Jt−1jtm
(U,K)
K1...KvQ
m
(V,J)
J1...JtQ
.
. The above contractions can be done with constant work
per element ofR(U) andR(V ), namely O(ns+vGs+v−1) and O(nv+tGv+t−1), or with
a factor of O(G) more if done as dense tensor contractions that ignore the structure of
M(U,I),M(U,K), andM(V,J).
6: Compute
r
(W )
i1I1...is−1Is−1isJ1J1...jt−1Jt−1jtQ =∑
k1K1...kv−1Kv−1kv
r
(U)
i1I1...is−1Is−1isk1K1...kv−1Kv−1kvQr
(V )
k1K1...kt−1Kv−1kvj1J1...jt−1Jt−1jtQ
. The above contraction has cost O(ns+t+vGs+t+v−2)
7: If a standard output reduced form is desired, for example with the last mode ofW stored
implicitly, then compute
r¯
(W )
i1I1...isIsj1J1...jt−1Jtjt =
∑
Q
r
(W )
i1I1...is−1Is−1isJ1J1...jt−1Jt−1jtQm
(U,I)
I1...IsQ
If we instead desired a reduced form with another implicit mode, it would not be implicit
in R(W ), so we would need to also contract with m(V,J)J1...JtQ and sum over the desired
implicit mode.
. In either case, the above contraction can be done with constant work per element of
R(W ), namely O(ns+tGs+t−1), or with a factor of O(G) more if done as dense tensor
contractions, if ignoring the structure ofM(U,I) andM(V,J).
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import numpy as np
from symtensor import array, einsum
# Define Z3 Symmetry
irreps = [0,1,2]
G = 3
total_irrep = 0
z3sym = ["++--", [irreps]*4, total_irrep, G]
# Initialize two sparse tensors as input
N = 10
Aarray = np.random.random([G,G,G,N,N,N,N]
Barray = np.random.random([G,G,G,N,N,N,N])
# Initialize symtensor with raw data and symmetry
u = array(Aarray, z3sym)
v = array(Barray, z3sym)
# Compute output symtensor
w = einsum(’abkl,klij->abij’, u, v)
FIGURE 12. Symtensor library example for contraction of two group symmetric tensors.
4. Software Automation. We implement the irrep alignment algorithm as a Python li-
brary, Symtensor1, that automatically maps cyclic group-symmetric tensor contractions onto
a few einsum operations on dense tensors. The library is interfaced to different tensor con-
traction backends. Aside from the default NumPy einsum, we provide a backend that lever-
ages MKL’s batched matrix-multiplication routines [2] to obtain good threaded performance,
and employ Cyclops [40] for distributed-memory execution.
The Symtensor library maps cyclic group symmetric tensors into reduced representations
and automatically aligns these reduced representations so that contractions can proceed with
optimal efficiency. The reduced representations are stored as dense arrays, and these objects
and the resulting dense contractions are handled by the array backend. The user interface
mimics the NumPy API and hides any explicit reference to symmetry except at the time
of array creation. This API enables users to effectively implement numerical methods with
group symmetric tensors in a symmetry-oblivious manner.
In Figure 12, we provide an example of how Symtensor library can be used to perform
the contraction of two cyclic group tensors. In the code, the Symtensor library initializes the
order 4 cyclic group symmetric tensor using an underlying order 7 dense reduced represen-
tation, with Z3 (cyclic group with G = 3) symmetry for each index. Once the tensors are
initialized, the subsequent einsum operation implements the contraction shown in Fig. 5
without referring to any symmetry information in its interface. While the example is based
on a simple cyclic group for an order 4 tensor, the library supports arbitrary orders, as well as
products of cyclic groups and infinite cyclic groups (e.g. U(1) symmetries).
As introduced in Section 3, the main operations in our irrep alignment algorithm consist
of transformation of the reduced form and the contraction of reduced forms. Symtensor
chooses the least costly version of the irrep alignment algorithm from a space of variants
defined by different choices of the three implicitly represented modes in the symmetry aligned
reduced form in Algorithm 3.2 (therein these are Is, Jt, and Kv). This choice is made by
enumerating all valid variants. After choosing the best reduced form, the required irrep maps,
M(U,I) andM(V,J) in Algorithm 3.2, are generated as dense tensors. This permits both the
1https://github.com/yangcal/symtensor
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FIGURE 13. Goldstone diagrams for the three types of CC contractions in our example. Virtual sectors are
denoted with upward arrows and occupied sectors with downward arrows. Note that this is domain-specific notation
that is slightly different from that used in the earlier symmetric tensor diagrams.
transformations and the reduced form contraction to be done as einsum operations of dense
tensors with the desired backend.
5. Example Applications. We survey a few group symmetric tensor contractions that
are the costliest components of common tensor network and quantum chemistry methods.
These contractions, summarized in Table 1, are evaluated as part of a benchmark suite in
Section 6 (we also consider a suite of contractions with different tensor order, i.e. different
choices of s, t, v).
5.1. Periodic Coupled Cluster Contractions. We investigate the performance of the
irrep alignment contraction algorithm for several expensive tensor contractions arising in the
doubles amplitude equation of the CC theory of periodic systems. These can be written as
waA,bB,iI,jJ =
∑
cC,dD
uaA,bB,cC,dDviI,jJ,cC,dD,
xaA,bB,iI,cC =
∑
kK,lL
ukK,lL,aA,bBvkK,lL,cC,iI ,
yaA,bB,iI,jJ =
∑
kK,lL
ukK,lL,iI,jJvkK,lL,aA,bB .
These contractions are displayed in Fig.13 as diagrams in a form that is common in quantum
chemistry literature. As discussed in Section 2, in crystalline (periodic) materials, the crystal
translational group is the product of cyclic groups associated with the lattice vectors of the
crystal. In 3 dimensions, the order of group, known as the total number of k points, takes the
formG = G1×G2×G3, whereG1, G2, G3 are the number of k points along each dimension.
Each index of the tensors is associated with this group symmetry. The indices also fall into
two classes, i, j, k, l (the occupied indices) and a, b, c, d (the virtual indices) associated with
different dimensions Nocc = Ni = Nj = Nk = Nl and Nvirt = Na = Nb = Nc = Nd.
The cost of the above contractions using the irrep alignment algorithm scales asG4N2occN
4
vir,
G4N3occN
3
vir and G
4N4occN
2
vir respectively. These contractions are summarized in Table 1
where, for simplicity, we use N = Nvir = Nocc.
5.2. Tensor Network Contractions. We benchmark the performance of the irrep align-
ment algorithm for two tensor contractions arising in tensor network simulations, one arising
in DMRG calculations with MPS, and the other in a 2D PEPS contraction. The tensor con-
tractions are illustrated shown in Fig. 14.
The DMRG contraction considered is the absorption of the blocked environment tensor
U into the MPS tensor V ,
wiI,jJ,lL,mM =
∑
kK
uiI,jJ,kKvkK,lL,mM ,
which is encountered while solving the local eigenvalue problem. Here, as illustrated in
Fig. 14a, two environment tensors are contracted with a local MPS and MPO tensor; we
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FIGURE 14. Tensor network diagrams for the (a) DMRG and (b-c) PEPS contractions considered. In (a), two
environment tensors are contracted with an MPS and an MPO tensor in three steps, with the contraction considered
highlighted in blue. For the example PEPS contraction, (b) illustrates how a single layer PEPS is contracted column
by column using the IBMPS algorithm and (c) shows the diagram for the considered contraction, which is part of
the randomized implicit SVD step.
benchmark the third contraction, highlighted in blue. While in general the number of sym-
metry blocks is different for each of the tensor indices in a tensor network, for simplicity
we keep the number of symmetry blocks constant for all legs, meaning G = GI = GJ =
GK = GL = GM . The indices i, k, and m denote the auxiliary indices of the MPS with
sizes Nmps = Ni = Nk = Nm, j is the auxiliary index of the MPO used for the eigenvalue
problem with size Nj , and l is the physical bond dimension of size Nl.
The PEPS contraction considered is one that arises in a recently proposed variant of
the boundary contraction algorithm [48], the Implicit Boundary MPS (IBMPS) [33], which
provides asymptotic speedup over the standard Boundary MPS (BMPS) method [23] for a
given bond dimension by using an implicit randomized singular value decomposition (SVD)
in the boundary bond dimension truncation. The IBMPS procedure approximately contracts
a square PEPS lattice one layer at a time, with Fig. 14b showing an example of this; we
benchmark one of the contractions with the highest scaling with the PEPS bond dimension,
shown in Fig. 14c. This contraction is of tensors U and V ,
wiI,jJ,mM,nN =
∑
kK,lL
uiI,jJ,kK,lLvkK,lL,mM,nN .
Indices i and j have block sizes Nmps = Ni = Nj , corresponding to the auxiliary bond
dimension of the boundary MPS, and the remaining indices correspond to the PEPS auxiliary
bond dimension, with block sizes Npeps = Nk = Nl = Nm = Nn. All indices have the same
number of symmetry blocks, G. The costs of these DMRG and PEPS contractions using the
irrep alignment algorithm scale as G3N3mpsNjNl and G
4N2mpsN
4
peps respectively; in Table 1
we set N = Nmps = Npeps for simplicity.
6. Performance Evaluation. Performance experiments were carried out on the Stam-
pede2 supercomputer. Each Stampede2 node is a Intel Knight’s Landing (KNL) processor,
on which we used up to 64 of 68 cores by employing up to 64 threads with single-node
NumPy/MKL and 64 MPI processes per node with 1 thread per process with Cyclops. We
used the Symtensor library together with one of three external contraction backends: Cy-
clops, default NumPy, or a batched BLAS backend for NumPy arrays (this backend leverages
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FIGURE 15. Comparison of execution times for various types of contraction using the Symtensor Library with
batched BLAS and using loops over blocks with NumPy as the contraction backend. Results are shown for various
combinations of (s, t, v) where the number of indices shared between the first input and output is t, between the
second input and output is t, and between the two inputs (contracted) is v.
HPTT [41] for fast tensor transposition and dispatches to Intel’s MKL BLAS for batched
matrix multiplication).2 We also compare against the loop over symmetry blocks algorithm
as illustrated in Algorithm 3.1.
6.1. Single-Node Performance Results. We consider the performance of Symtensor
on a single core and a single node of KNL relative to manually-implemented looping over
blocks as well as relative to naive contractions that ignore symmetry. Our manual loop imple-
mentations of contractions store a Python list of NumPy arrays to represent the tensor blocks
and invokes the NumPy einsum functions to perform each blockwise contraction.
6.1.1. Sensitivity to Contraction Type. We first examine the performance of the irrep
alignment algorithm for generic contractions (Eq. 3.2) with equal dimensions N and G for
each mode, but different (s, t, v). Figure 15 shows the speed-up in execution time obtained
by Symtensor relative to the manual loop implementation. The contractions are constructed
by fixing G = 4 and modifying N to attain a fixed total of 80×109 floating-point operations.
All contractions are performed on both a single thread and 64 threads of a single KNL node
and timings are compared in those respective configurations. The irrep alignment algorithm
achieves better parallel scalability than block-wise contraction and can also be faster sequen-
tially. However, we also observe that in cases when one tensor is larger than others (when
s, t, v are unequal) the irrep alignment approach can incur overhead relative to the manual
loop implementation. Overhead can largely be attributed to the cost of transformations be-
tween reducible representations, which are done as dense tensor contractions. An alternative
transformation mechanism that forgoes this factor of O(G) overhead would likely reduce se-
quential efficiency for these cases, but the use of dense tensor contractions permits use of
existing optimized kernels and easy parallelizability.
6.1.2. Sensitivity to Symmetry Group Size for Application-Specific Contractions.
The results are displayed in Figure 16 with the left, center, and right plots showing the scaling
for the contractions labeled MM, CC1, and PEPS in Table 1. We compare scaling relative
to two conventional approaches: a dense contraction without utilizing symmetry and loops
over symmetry blocks, both using NumPy’s einsum function. The sizes of the tensors
considered are, for matrix multiplication, N = 500 and G ∈ [4, 12], for the CC contraction,
Nocc = 8, Nvir = 16, withG ∈ [4, 12], and for the PEPS contraction, Nmps = 16, Npeps = 4,
with G ∈ [2, 10]. For all but the smallest contractions, using the Symtensor implementation
improves contraction performance. A comparison of the slopes of the lines in each of the
2We used the default Intel compilers on Stampede2 with the following software versions: HPTT v1.0.0, CTF
v1.5.5 (compiled with optimization flags: -O2 -no-ipo), and MKL v2018.0.2.
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FIGURE 16. Comparison of the execution times, in seconds, for contractions on a single thread using three
different algorithms, namely a dense, non-symmetric contraction, loops over symmetry blocks, and our Symtensor
library. From left to right, the plots show the scaling for matrix multiplication (MM), a coupled cluster contraction
(CC1), and a tensor network contraction (PEPS). The dense and loop over blocks calculations use NumPy as a
contraction backend, while the Symtensor library here uses Cyclops as the contraction backend.
TABLE 1
Summary of coupled cluster and tensor network contractions used to benchmark the symmetric tensor contrac-
tion scheme and their costs. We include matrix multiplication (MM) as a point of reference.
Label Contraction Symmetric Cost Naive Cost
MM wiI,kK =
∑
jJ uiI,jJvjJ,kK O(GN3) O(G3N3)
CC1 waA,bB,iI,jJ =
∑
cC,dD uaA,bB,cC,dDviI,jJ,cC,dD O(G4N6) O(G6N6)
CC2 xaA,bB,iI,cC =
∑
kK,lL ukK,lL,aA,bBvkK,lL,cC,iI O(G4N6) O(G6N6)
CC3 yaA,bB,iI,jJ =
∑
kK,lL ukK,lL,iI,jJvkK,lL,aA,bB O(G4N6) O(G6N6)
MPS wiI,jJ,lL,mM =
∑
kK uiI,jJ,kKvkK,lL,mM O(G3N5) O(G5N5)
PEPS wiI,jJ,mM,nN =
∑
kK,lL uiI,jJ,kK,lLvkK,lL,mM,nN O(G4N6) O(G6N6)
three plots demonstrates that the dense tensor contraction scheme results in a higher order
asymptotic scaling of cost in G than either of the symmetric approaches.
Figure 17 provides absolute performance with 1 thread and 64 threads for all contractions
in Table 1. For each contraction, we consider one with a large number of symmetry sectors
(G) with small block size (N ) (labeled with a subscript a) and another with fewer symmetry
sectors and larger block size (labeled with a subscript b). The specific sizes of all tensors
studied are provided in Table 2. For each of these cases, we compare the execution time, in
seconds, using loops over blocks dispatching to NumPy contractions, the Symtensor library
with NumPy arrays and batched BLAS as the contraction backend, and the Symtensor library
using Cyclops as the array and contraction backend.
A clear advantage in parallelizability of Symtensor is evident in Figure 17. With 64
threads, Symtensor outperforms manual looping by a factor of at least 1.4X for all contraction
benchmarks, and the largest speed-up, 69X, is obtained for the CC3a contraction. There is a
significant difference between the contractions labeled to be of type a (large G and small N )
and type b (large N and small G), with the geometric mean speedup for these two being 11X
and 2.8X respectively on 64 threads; on a single thread, this difference is again observed,
although less drastically, with respective geometric mean speedups of 1.9X and 1.2X. Type b
cases involve more symmetry blocks, amplifying overhead of manual looping.
6.2. Multi-Node Performance Results. We now illustrate the parallelizability of the ir-
rep alignment algorithm by studying scalability across multiple nodes with distributed mem-
ory. All parallelization in Symtensor is handled via the Cyclops library in this case. The solid
lines in Figure 18 show the strong scaling (fixed problem size) behavior of the Symtensor im-
plementation on up to eight nodes of Stampede2. As a reference, we provide comparison to
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FIGURE 17. Comparison of contraction times using the Symtensor library (using Cyclops for the array storage
and contraction backened, or NumPy as the array storage with batched BLAS contraction backend) and loops over
blocks using NumPy as the contraction backend. Results are shown for instances of the prototypical contractions
introduced in Section 5, with details of tensor dimensions provided in Table 2. The different bars indicate both the
algorithm and backend used and the number of threads used on a single node.
TABLE 2
Dimensions of the tensors used for contractions in Figure 17 and Figure 18.
Label Specifications
CC1a G = 8, Ni = Nj = 16, Na = Nb = Nc = Nd = 32
CC2a G = 8, Ni = Nk = Nl = 16, Na = Nb = Nc = 32
CC3a G = 8, Ni = Nj = Nk = Nl = 16, Na = Nb = 32
CC1b G = 16, Ni = Nj = 8, Na = Nb = Nc = Nd = 16
CC2b G = 16, Ni = Nk = Nl = 8, Na = Nb = Nc = 16
CC3b G = 16, Ni = Nj = Nk = Nl = 8, Na = Nb = 16
MMa G = 2, N = 10000
MMb G = 100, N = 2000
MPSa G = 2, Ni = Nk = Nm = 3000, Nj = 10, Nl = 1
MPSb G = 5, Ni = Nk = Nm = 700, Nj = 10, Nl = 1
PEPSa G = 2, Ni = Nj = 400, Nk = Nl = Nm = Nn = 20
PEPSb G = 10, Ni = Nj = 64, Nk = Nl = Nm = Nn = 8
strong scaling on a single node for the loop over blocks method using NumPy as the array and
contraction backend. We again observe that the Symtensor irrep alignment implementation
provides a significant speedup over the loop over blocks strategy, which is especially evident
when there are many symmetry sectors in each tensor. For example, using 64 threads on a
single node, the speedup achieved by Symtensor over the loop over blocks implementation is
41X for CC1a, 5.7X for CC1b, 4.1X for PEPSa and 27X for PEPSb. We additionally see that
the contraction times continue to scale with good efficiency when the contraction is spread
across multiple nodes.
Finally, in Figure 19 we display weak scaling performance, where the dimensions of
each tensor are scaled with the number of nodes (starting with the problem size reported in
Table 2 on 1 node) used so as to fix the tensor size per node. Thus, in this experiment, we
utilize all available memory and seek to maximize performance rate. Figure 19 displays the
performance rate per node, which varies somewhat across contractions and node counts, but
generally does not fall off with increasing node count, demonstrating good weak scalabil-
ity. When using 4096 cores, the overall performance rate approaches 4 Teraflops/s for some
contractions, but is lower in other contractions that have less arithmetic intensity.
7. Conclusion. The irrep alignment algorithm leverages conservation laws implicit in
cyclic group symmetry to provide a contraction method that is efficient accross a wide range
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of tensor contractions. This technique is applicable to many numerical methods for quantum-
level modelling of physical systems that involve tensor contractions and tensor networks.
The automatic handling of group symmetry with dense tensor contractions provided via the
Symtensor library provides benefits in productivity, portability, and parallel scalability for
such applications.
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